October 2021 Astrological Outlook

GREETINGS:
What a wild ride we had in September! My month began with removal of my cataracts in both
eyes on September 8th, changing my vision to 20/20 with no glasses for the first time in 69 years. I
literally can see with new eyes. As Mercury moved retrograde, my 5-year-old computer died and
with the help of computer genius HAL GAILEY (713-962-0111) bought a new computer which he
set up and delivered to me an hour ago. TWO MIRACLES.

October begins with a Mercury retrograde square to retrograde Pluto bringing about a possible
mental struggle, but tenacity and depth allow a solution to whatever shows up
unexpectedly. Mercury continues his voyage backward and joins generous Jupiter on 10/3,
bringing opportunities and peace of mind. Since Mercury remains retrograde until 10/18,
unexpected electronic issues may occur, as well as confusion about appointments (I forgot one)
and transportation, and of course for lab tests and signing contracts.
SCHEDULE OF DATES FOR PLANETS MOVING DIRECT IN OCTOBER:
•
•
•
•

October 6th: Pluto moves forward in Capricorn, leaving no doubt where we are headed
and what is the path we should follow.
October 10th: Saturn moves forward in Aquarius, allowing us to make better choices
with less struggle going forward.
October 17th: Jupiter moves forward in Aquarius, joining the Moon in Aquarius, a cause
for celebration and opportunity.
October 18th: Mercury moves forward in Libra, bringing back balance in communication
with those we care about and allowing success in new ventures, as well as making
essential purchases.

Libra is a cardinal (action) air sign associated with relationships. It is ruled by Venus, the goddess
of love, beauty, and balance. In relationships she requires harmony, reciprocity, and conflict
resolution as a necessary skill of collaboration. Venus is moving through watery, passionate
Scorpio the first 7 days of October, moving into the fiery, Wonder Woman energy of Sagittarius,
lightening up our relationship needs.
NEW MOON IN LIBRA:
On 10/6 the Sun, Moon, Mars and Mercury join together with heat, intensity and begin a new
cycle of relating to others with determination and courage. This is also the day Pluto begins his
move forward. This is a truly combusting formula. If there is something you want to begin or
change, this is the day to do it. This is not the time to push others or have conflictual
conversations. This a master class on thoughts are things and energy flows where attention goes.

PATTERNS FROM OCTOBER 7-21
The two weeks between 10/7-21 find us with energy flowing, creativity shining, firming up our
relationship life, as well as our relationship with money matters. This will be a productive time
to discuss our needs with others, especially after Mercury goes direct on 10/18. Mars and Jupiter
form a productive, expansive triangle during this time increasing positive action and better
communication. Mercury and Jupiter are now moving forward as of 10/18.
FULL MOON IN ARIES
The Full Moon in Aries on October 20th is full of drama and action, injecting a surge of energy into
situations which feel stale. A sense of greater emotional invigoration is sure to stir up something,
but we have the courage and drive to deal with it. The fiery energy of the Moon in Aries and the
presence of Mars in Libra ignite our courage and awareness of what is real and vital to us. Pluto
is now moving forward and joins this combo to deepen our commitment to truth and
determination.
PATTERNS OF ENERGY FROM OCTOBER 21-31
On 10/21 Mars and Pluto square off intensifying our feelings to act without hesitation. We may
find we will move in powerful new directions. This is a day to be very careful of situations which
lead to aggression. If we use it in inner questioning, the answers will come without
hesitation. On 10/22 the Sun moves into Scorpio as we all put on x-ray glasses. Scorpio, a water
sign ruled by Pluto, urges us to become detectives in the lives of others, as well as deepening our
understanding of our own needs. Don’t be surprised if your feelings are close to the surface for
the next 30 days. Passion is the realm of Scorpio, and we will all feel it one way or another. On
10/26 Venus and Neptune square off, making it hard for any of us to know what we need in a
relationship. It may also interfere with seeing others clearly. On 10/30 the Sun in Scorpio
squares Saturn in Aquarius, making it a challenge to express our true feelings. Mars enters
Scorpio later that day, stirring up feelings and avoiding conflict, hopefully.
At month’s end, as we prepare to celebrate Halloween Mercury and Jupiter create a jubilant
triangle encouraging lots of storytelling and vibrant conversations.
October combines the energies of Libra and Scorpio, both social signs. Enjoy the change of
seasons and opportunities to celebrate moving forward. If you would like an update to your
astrological chart or need tools for uncovering what distresses you, I am available for
consultations in person if you are fully vaccinated, or on the phone if you are not able to come
into the office.
WISHING YOU PEACE, JOY, MIRACLES AND HOPE,
NAN

